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Characteristicsof Pahari school 
 

1. Linear Beauty: One of the main features of Kangra painting is the linear beauty. 

Rhythm and smoothness have been added to the figures through fine lines, the finest 

lines that have been used in the drawing of eyes are praise worthy.  

2. Depiction of Nature: Tree, clouds, water, jungles, etc. have been depicted all full of 

charm in Pahari School.The depiction of landscape consists of mountains, beautiful 

flowering trees, rivers and tanks with lotus flowers and aquatic birds. In the sky, 

rainy season, clouds lightening and rain etc. have been nicely painted. 

3. Female Figures: The faces of women in profile have the nose almost in line with the 

forehead , the eyes are long and narrow and the chin is sharp.  

4. Romantic Scenes: Lots of romantic scenes are found in Basohli painting and Kangra 

painting. The love scenes of hero and heroines are of very order, Krishna in the 

company of Gopis is in a grove of the bank of a river.  

5. Garments: Choli, Lehanga and transparent Chunnis were generally worn by the 

woman . The male have been shown wearing Angrakha, Pajama and Turban. The 

Krishna has always been shown wearing Pitambar (yellow garments).  

6. Perspective and colours: Mostly bright Primary colors, red, blue and yellow have 

been used. Some mixed colors like pink, green, and grey have also been beautifully 

used, the perspective has not been given much weightage but even then it does not 

look improper.  

7. Use of Golden and Silver color: The color scheme is brilliant and golden color has 

been used lavishly. The sky has been painted as a narrow band of blue and white at 

the top. The colours are strong and contrasting. The use of gold and silver color is in 

the design of garments and ornaments. The lightening has also beautifully shown 

through silver color.  

8. Use of Borders : In some Pahari paintings, we find ornamental borders of Mughal 

style. The red borders are worth noticing in these miniatures.  

9. Paintings are Based on Folk Art: The paintings of Basohli (Pahari) are not 

classical but folk in nature. The Nature has been painted in ornamental style. Most 

symmetric ornamentation has been done which makes it look Folk.  

 


